HydraLight uses the latest **FUEL CELL** technology.

**RUNS ON ANY WATER!**

CAN RUN FOR DAYS ON ONE WATER DIP!
WHEN WATER DRIES OUT, RE-DIP FOR MORE LIGHT.

**4 EASY STEPS**

1. Twist off bottom and remove fuel cell from **HydraLight**
2. Remove plastic wrap from fuel cell & **Immerse** in water 10-12 seconds to generate power
3. **Vigorously** shake out excess water
4. **Insert** fuel cell back into **HydraLight** with fuel cell facing forward and turn on

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Runs on ANY kind of water
- No batteries needed*
- 2 in 1 flashlight and lantern
- New H2O Fuel-Cell technology
- Can run for DAYS on one water dip
- Simply re-dip in ANY water for more light
- Fuel Cell can provide up to 300 HOURS of light
- Rugged, durable and made to last!
- 25 YEAR shelf life**

**PERFECT FOR ALL LIFE’S NEEDS...**
- Backpacking
- Power outages
- Storage
- Camping
- Boating
- Every day use
- All emergencies
- And many more...

**GENERAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS**
For **FLASHLIGHT** mode... Push button to turn on/off.
For **LANTERN** mode... Slide top up and push button to turn on/off.
To conserve HydraLight fuel cell energy, keep light off when not in use.

**WARNING**
1. This product is not a toy. Keep out of reach of children.
2. Do not expose the HydraLight to direct flame.
3. Use only as directed.

**Disclaimers:**
* Refers to TRADITIONAL BATTERIES, typically used in flashlights, which make electricity from energy stored EXCLUSIVELY INSIDE the batteries. The HydraLight uses a Fuel Cell which is not considered a TRADITIONAL BATTERY as it requires EXTERNAL elements, such as water, to make electricity.
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